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FROM THE EDITOR
Accountability - a concept whose time has come - is the
focus of this issue of the Eastern Education Journal. It
seems a bit incongrous (anomalous) that we should consider
accountability at the very time when it appears to have
reached an all time low at the national level in government.
Perhaps it has reached it's present level of concern on one
hand and neglect on the other, because accountability has
been viewed only as measuring the fulfillment of re spans ibilitie s by subordinates to the satisfaction of the supe rordinate s. We seem to lose sight of the fact that accountability
can only operate if it is practiced by all members of an organization or all members of a government or a people.
In education, accountability requires that functionaries
at all levels be aware of the requirements of their positions
and having developed awareness, work diligently to see that
these requirements are met fully and at the highest level of
quality possible.
This means that instructors have great responsibilities
in providing top level instruction to students and at the sam.e
time developing cooperative ventures v..·ith colleagues. Administrators ;n education must be especially diligent in providing for prdper use of educational resources. The use
of funds, materials and personnel n1ust be closely scrutinized to be certain that they a re not used for unnecessary or
unjustifiable purposes. This calls for a constant and on going progran1 review.

RVS
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THEORIZING IN PERFORMANCE
BASED TEACHER EDUCATION
Kenneth Sutton
I do not wish to deal with advantages and disadvantages
of performance based teacher education. Current political
and economic pressures may obviate efforts of that nature.
Ignoring a battle almost won or lost at this point, I shall
concentrate upon foreseeable effects of PBTE upon theory
in teacher education. Current critics of the movement have
all but declared that educational theory will be lost; but I
believe I will be able to show that they have been blinded to
its potentials in PBTEbytheir initial defensive perspectives.
By this time there is considerable ayreement concerning
the general characteristics of PBTE.
Essentially, competencies are defined in terms of what teachers are to do,
specified to a degree where students can readily grasp what
they are to accomplish in advance of demonstration, and
judged primarily(but not exclusively)on the basis of student
performance in actual situations. 2
Critics of PBTE have maintained that it at least implies
the reduction, if not the elimination, of theory from teacher
education. Harry S. Broudy concluded that "If the correct
performance of a task of operation is the sole criterion for
competence, then the study of theory at any time is unnecessary. 113
James John Jelinek also viewed PBTE as narrow training
that excludes intellectual skills, summarizing his case in
this statement:
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There are in substance two main aspects to the case
against performance-based criteria for training. One is
that in a world of transience no trainer can know with any
degree of certainty those behaviors to build into the struc ture of his trainees to equip them effectively to cope with
the world of tom.morrow. The second is that the trained
individual, conditioned as he is to invoke responses which
he cannot change, is quite incapable of reconstructing his
experiences in the world of transience in which he finds
himself. 4
This, as the conclusion drawn by Broudy, assumes that
performance" is defined in the narrowest behavioral terms
by those who advocate PBTE. It is true that such an influential movement as Behaviorism probably affects the way
many in teacher education view the term. There can be
little doubt that some advocates of PBTE have failed to be
as generous in recognizing cognitive behavior as Percy
Bridgman, 5 who included 1 'mental op erationa 11 of ma the ma tics and other fields in his proposal that concepts be regarded as' 1 synonymouswiththe corresponding set of operations. 116
11

Yet, in spite of the current potential for the emergence
of a narrow definition of performance that might eliminate
everything that isn 1 t public in classrooms for PBTE programs,
many concerns that are not directly related to (i.e., present in) work in classrooms continue to be emphasized in
PBTE. George Collins, Director of the Greenblock Teaching
Center,claimed that some competencies related to Educational Psychology in his program were instances of "cognitive performance; 11 and he even noted that they could be properly judged in terms of a paper-and-pencil test result. 7

While it is clear that if PB TE limits the meaning of "performance" to teacher behavior in schools theorizing would
at least suffer a reduction in emphasis, it is equally clear
that no such limitation has yet been established. This means
that there is still an opportunity to offer a definition of performance broad enough to include those planning skills so
essential to those of us who maintain that an educator with
no theoretical ability is a misguided missile at worst, or
a fairly skilled puppet with limited movement at best.
It is true that PBTE would affect the teaching of theory
in education in circumstances most favorable to such activity. The skills of theorizing would have to be deliveroo
for a change- -not just information about what theorists have
said. This might threaten some, but would be perceived
as no loss by those instructors who see the teaching of theory
as being essentially a matter of helping potential teachers
gain more sophisticated planning skills.
Another potential of theorizing in PBTE that has sometimes been overlooked by critics and advocates alike is the
considerable amount of overt theorizing every teacher must
do (well or badly) in every public school. No one can fail
to observe teachers explaining what they wish to do to administrators, other teachers, to parents, and to students
in their classrooms. No one can fail to notice that teachers
sometimes (often, actually) defend what they do. No one
would deny that these are typical and necessary on-the-job
teacher behaviors. What so many have not seen is that such
behaviors are essentially theorizing behaviors. These are
significant competencies of teaching that would seem to give
the instructor of educational theory a prominent role in PBI'E
programs even if "performance" were viewed as behaviors
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exclusively on-the-job and at-the-site.
I contend that educational theory should and can be treated
as planning skills- -skills prior to classroom application- if 11 perforrrance 11 is defined with breadth sufficient to encompass all the skills a teacher needs to be able to do with some
expertise. Also, the many theorizing behaviors of teachers
on-the-job should and can be included as competencies in
PBTE programs. Theorizing has a legitimate place in evru
the most narrowly behavioristic PBTE programs, and it
will have a most significant role to play in those defined
broadly enough to include those planning skills professional
teachers must have.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Dr. Kenneth Sutton is an assistant professor in the Department of Secondary Education and Foundations. Dr. Sutton
completed his Ph. D. at the University of New Mexico. He
has been on the staff of Eastern Illinois University since

1970.
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FOOTNOTES
I. This does not mean there is significant agreement about
details.
2. Stanley Elam, Performance-Based Teacher Education:
WhatistheStateoftheArt? PBTE Series: No. I (Washington, D. C.: AACTE, 1971), pp. 6, 7.
3. Harry S. Broudy, A Critique of Performance-Based Teacher Education, PBTE Series:No. 4 (Washington, D. C. :
AACTE, 1972), p. 10.
4. James John Jelinek "Competency-Based Education:Consensus Cognoscenti Versus Reconstructio Experientiae,"
in Philosophy of Education l 972-l 973(Tempe, Arizona:Far
Western Philosophy of Education Society, 1973), p. 5.
5. Often cited, but used for purposes more narrow than his
own, by Skinner.
6. Percy W, Bridgman, "Broad Points of View, 11 in The
American Pragmatists, ed. by Milton R. Konvitz, Gail
Kennedy (New York: The World Publishing Company,
1960), p. 285.
7. Theodore Andrews, Manchester Interview: CompetencyBased Teacher Education/Certification, PBTE Series
No. 3 (Washington D. C. : AAC TE, 1972), p. 3.
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THE ISSUE OF ACCOUNTABILITY
IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Donald W. Smitley

I.

The Search for a Workable Definition of Accountability

Modern concepts of accountability in education probably
came of age when Leon Les singer identified what he termed
the three basic rights of democratic education. 1 The first
of these rights assumed by Lessingerwas that "each child
has a right to be taught what he needs to know in order to
take a productive and rewarding part in our societyrr 2
Probably no citizen or educator would refuse to accept this
right as fundamental to our society. But Lessinger has
further clarified his definition of the child's right to learn
by indicating that it includes a right of citizens to have objective proof that the child can use his skills and apply his
knowledge in society. 3 While it is likely that few educators
or citizens would disagree with this right, the practical
problem of finding objective measures to probe that the
right has beenachieved is fraught with many potential difficulties.
The second basic right of democratic education, as
identified by Les singer, is the right of "the taxpayer and his
elected representative ... to know what educational results
are produced by a given expenditure. 114 While many educators would accept this as an appropriate goal to be striven for, they would appropriately recognize that it will take
much professional and citizen effort and many financial resources to accomplish even an acceptable level of precision
in comparing educational results with expenditures. Such
reservations, however, cannot be used as excuses for re-
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fusing to attempt to measure educational accomplishments
in relation to resources utilized.
The third basic right of democratic education assumed
by Les singer was the right of school personnel "to be able
to draw on talent, enterprise, and technology from all sectors of the society instead of being restricted to educators'
overburdened resources. 115 Although some educators would
undoubtedly resist any invasion upon their professional privacy, it would be estremely difficult for them to justify a
position in which they refused to accept assistance from the
total society in making refinements in the complex task of
education.
In further discussion of educational acountability ,
Les singer referred to the need for "educational engineering," a process by which "we define exactly what we want,
then bring together resources and technology in such a way
as to assure those results. 116 Les singer urged citizens and
educators to "devote to the fashioning of educational programs at lease as much imagination, skill, and discipline as
we routinely apply to the building of a color TV set. " 7 He
established several criteria for a well-engineered educational program:
It will require educational planners to specify, in
measureable terms, what they are trying to accomplish. It will provide for an independent audit of results.
It will allow taxpayers and their representatives to judge the educational payoff of a given appropriation.
It will stimulate a continuing process of
innovation, not merely a oneshot reform. It will call
forth educational ideas, talent, and technology from
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all sectors of our society, not only from within a particular school system. It will allow schools to experiment with new programs at limited risk and adopt
the best of them promptly. Above all it will guarantee results in what students can actually do. 8
Since the term accountability was first applied to education, it has been viewed in many different, and often contra sting, ways by professional educators and citizens.
Some have seen accountability as a panacea which will solve
all of our educational problems, while others are convinced
that it will eventually result in the crippling of the public
schools. Some see educational accountability as a simple
term while others see so many complexities in it that they
cannot bring themselves to cons~der any of its potentially
positive aspects. Some see it as dehumanizing the process of education, while others see it as providing maximum benefits for all children.
Many of these apparently contrasting viewpoints on educational accountability have developed because of a failure to obtain any agreement among citizens and profes sional educators on a workable definition of the term.
Barrow defined accountability as the holding of professional educators responsible for what children learn. 9 Glass
saw educational accountability as involving disclosure of the
services being sold to the public, performance testing, and
redress in the event of false disclosure or poor performance. lO Some have viewed accountability as the extent
to which management has the confidence of its employees
as well as its customers. 11 Others have seen accountability as encompassing evaluation of the performance of an
institution and responding to feedback from those who want
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it as well as those who avail themselves of its services. 12
Some undoubtedly have viewed educational accountability
as an opportunity to guarantee results as a prerequisite 1o
payment for services rendered or perhaps to make the am.aunt of the payment correspond to the amount of learning
which has occurred.
Perhaps as a reaction to those who have accepted the
viewpoint that accountability means requiring educators to
be paid in accordance with results of their services the
concept of "joint accountability" was developed. This term
encompasses three general principles:
1. The professional staff of a school is to be held collectively responsible for knowing as much as it can (a) about
the intellectual and personal - social development of the
pupils in its charge and (b) about the conditions and educational services that may be facilitating or impeding the
pupils I development.

2. The professional staff of a school is to be held collectively responsible for using this knowledge as best it
can to maximize the development of its pupils toward certain clearly defined and agreed-upon pupil performance objectives.
3. The board of education has a corresponding responsibility to provide the means and technical assistance where-by the staff of each school can acquire, interpret, and use
the information necessary for carrying out the two foregoing functions. 13
The joint accountability concept involves the acceptance
of two basic assumptions. First it is assumed that no single
individual may be logically held completely responsible for
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the total performance of a child. In effect this assumption
is accepted because of the many individuals who share some
responsibility for the extent of the child's learning, e.g.
teachers, educational specialists, administrators, parents,
members of the board of education, representatives of a::rnmunity agencies, etc. Those who accept the joint accountability concept believe that attempts to force teachers to
guarantee pupil performance are likely to be detrimental
to the total educational welfare of the child.
The second assumption which is basic to the acceptance
of the joint accountability concept is that citizens and their
representatives are accountable for providing the necessary
resources required to accomplish a specific level of pupil
performance. Thus the citizen as well as the educator is
seen as having an important role in the accountability process. Rosenshine and McGaw apparently accept this viewpoint as a basis for what they term co-operative accountability which involves citizens and educators alike. l4

(

I
l

Outcome accountability has been used to describe accountability in terms of changes in student knowledge or
behavior over a period of time. l 5 Three problems are
likely to be encountered with the acceptance of outcome accountability. First, different citizens and educators are
likely to place different priorities on outcomes. Secondly,
we presently lack valid and precise measuring instruments
to determine the level of student outcomes with a high degree of confidence. Finally it is difficult, if not impossible,
to determine the extent of progress that is appropriate for
a particular class or student over a specified period of
time .. 16
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Transaction accountability is a term which has been used
to describe the assessment of the use of teaching methods
and materials and student-teacher interactions in the classroom. 1 7 Those who accept this concept of accountability
believethat the teacher should be heldaccountable only for
transactions which occur within his classroom. Unfortunately exclusive acceptance of this accountability concept
is based upon an unvalidated assumption that certain teacherpupil relationships together with the use of certain teaching materials and methods will lead to desirable outcomes.
At this point the reader may well ask "Which of the
many definitions of accountability should I accept?" His
answer to this question will be developed only after he gives
careful professional consideration to each of the definitions
previously discussed and perhaps others which are currently being developed.
A workable definition of accountability in terms of the
local school district will come only as educators, citizens,
and students engage actively and co-operatively in a search
for such a definition. As Lieberman has so appropriately
stated, "it probably makes more sense to think of degrees
and kinds of accountability rather than to assume that accountability either does or does not characterize education ... No one should assume that any particular proposal
represents the only (or perhaps even the most desirable)
way to achieve accountability. 11 l8 If citizens, educators,
and students examine carefully each of many proposed definitions of accountability in a spirit of good-will, a commitment to intellectual rather than emotional approaches,
an inexhaustive supply of patience, and a sincere desire
to improve the educational programs in their schools, the
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search for a workable definition of accountability for their
local schools and districts will be a worthwhile venture
capable of producing positive results.
II.

I
1

Bases of the Present Interest in Accountability

The educational leader who must face the many issues
involved in modern concepts of educational accountability
would probably profit by an examination of the causes for
the development of these concepts. Many of our citizens
have become extremely interested in accounta bilitybecause
of the recent rapid increases in educational costs without a
direct awareness of observable improvements in educational
outcomes. l 9Increasing educational costs may be attributed
to a number of factors. First some of these increases merely
refla:::t the ccntiming inflaticnary trend in the nation I s economy
that has persisted at least over the past decade. Other educational cost in::reases have been tre direct result of improved
educator salaries and working conditions which have bem
the direct result of improved educator salaries and workir:g
conditions which have been largely obtained at the bargaining
table. A third factor contributing to increased educational
costs is the direct result of attempts by citizens and educators
to extend educational privileges to all children in our society,
e.g. mentally and physically handicapped, students who need
vocational education programs, students with emotional
or social problems, etc. Another portion of the increased
costs of education has resulted from our schools I a ssumption of many non-educational types of responsibilities, e.g.
lunch programs, recreation, entertainment, transportation
etc.
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Another basis for the present interest in accountability
has been the consequence of a failure on the part of educators
to request that citizens develop goals or purposes for their
schools. This failuse has probably been partially based
upon the desire of some educators to prevent citizens from
having any effective controls over their schools.
The neglect of public attention to the development of goals
or purposes for its schools has serious consequences.
First, many school programs have almost a complete lack
of direction. Most of the time, teachers are given nearly
complete freedom to "do their own thing" in their classrooms.
Neither they nor anyone else knows what they are accountable for. The resulting situation, perhaps best described
as 11 educational anarchy, 11 is harmful to the interests of
a majority of educators as well as citizens.
Educational anarchy has resulted in numerous situations
in which school personnel have been expected to modify parts
of their programs in accordance with the frequently contradictory wishes of individual citizens or pressure grouµ;.
In response to the sporadic demands of these individuals
and groups, books have been removed from libraries, educators have been intimidated, and entire programs have been
abandoned. These conditions frequently occur because the
professional staff of the district has no mandate from tre
majority of citizens concerning exactly what it is accountable
for.
A large segment of rur society has expressed an increasing
interest in educational accountability because it is no longer
willing to accept on faith the idea that increasing educational
expenditures will automatically increase edu:ational q.iality.
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Citizens have observed numerous instances of increased
financial resources being made available to local schools
without any follow-up data indicating that educational results
have been improved. They see acceptance of accountability
concepts as an opportunity to obtain this data.
A number of citizens see educational accountability as a
means of maintaining or reducing the present financial costs
of education. Their interest in accountability results from a
desire to limit the resources committed to education rather
than a de sire to improve education.

f
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The present interest in aa:antability has also bren stirrulated
by the growth of the educational bureaucracy, the interests
of which frequently differ from those of the total citizenry.
One author has described this bureaucracy as rra giant
marshmallow!'External pressures result in a little depression
here, a little displacement there.
But when pres sure is
relaxed it quickly restores itself to its original form. It
is exceedingly resilient and self-protective. 1120 The same
author has indicated his belief trat we have recently witnessed
many tr\umphs of the educational bureaucracy over democracy. 2 Increasingly citizens have seen themselves as beirg
in a basic conflict with the education profession to determine which group will eventually control public education.
In their efforts to maintain control over the educatioral
enterprise, many citizens have embraced accountability
concepts.
Perhaps this conflict between citizens and the educational
bureaucracy exists in its severest form in the ghetto. It
is here that citizens recognize that many of their interests
are not compatible with those of the educational profession.
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They are constantly frustrated in their attempts to force
professional educators to devEiop prcgrams which are relevant
in terms of the needs, background, and interests of their
children. They frequently turn to accountability concepts
which emphasize decentralization and community control of
schools to accomplish their goals.
Other attacks upon the educational bureaucracy by those
advocating a ccamta bility are the result of the protection which
the bureaucracy frequently affords to virtually all of its
members regardless of their competencies or actions. Cpposition to such protection apparently has begun to be more
prevalent within the bureaucracy itself. A recent national
poll, for example, indicated that 61% of the citizens and
42% of the educators who responded disapproved of teacher
tenure.22
Those who provide leadership in the development of
accountability programs for local school districts must be
aware of the numerous reasons for the present interest in
accountability. It is essential that those who develop these
programs recognize and justly deal with the legitimate concerns of those who have turned to accountability as a means
of protecting their interests.
III.

Contemporary Approaches to Accountability

At the present time, there are at least six differm t approaches to accountability in education. These approaches,
referred to as models of accountability by some authors,
are (1) the input-output approach, (2) the accreditation or
recognition approach, (3)the planning prcgramming budgeting
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systems (PPES) approach, (4) the behavioral objectives
approach, (5) the voucher system approach, and (6) the performance contracting approach. 23 One or more of these
approaches have been incorporated in accountability programs that are being developed and evaluated in local school
districts throughout the country. A review of each of these
approaches to accountability should assist the school administrator in providing leadership to teachers, citizens, and
students who are attempting to establish appropriate accruntability programs in local school districts.
The input-output approach to accountability consists of
attempts to relate educational resources utilized (inputs)
to educational outcome's (outputs). This a pp roach, sometimes referred to as cost-effectiveness analysis, deals
with two types of inputs: monetary inputs which are converted into educators I salaries and instructional materials
and equipment, and pupil inputs, representing the behaviors,
skills, backgrounds, and out-of-school environment of pupils
who enter an educational progran1. 24 The outputs dealt with
in this model c• accountability rE·present educational outcomes which are expressed in terms c:f pupil behaviors, skills
values, attitudes, etc., after pupi:is have completed an educational prograr2:... The progran1 iE then evaluated by determining the rel? Lor:3hi p betv.-een ~·,s inputs and cutputs.

f
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1

Those who 11vor the inpt1 t-output approach to accountability see its u.=-~ as ever.tua1'y pr-)viding assistance to school
personnel and c-ctizen.s in determ1,~ing whether expenditures
made are worthwhile in te1·rr::t; of the result" produced.
Furthermore they beFeve tha;- •iic ui:,e of this accountability
model will help to provide edL,catc1r~· with the data required
for them to determine which of :,;e\ eral alternative kinds
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of inputs are most likely to produce the desired outputs at
the least possible cost. Many proponents of the input-output approach agree that it will never be possible to quantify
all inputs and outputs. They are convinced, however, that
it is essential to make use of all pertinent quantifiable data
that is available to improve educational decision making.
Opponents of the input-output approach to accountability
frequently cite instances in which input and outputs have been
confined to intellectual skills alone. They have also found
examples of a failure of those using this approach to consider
variations in pupil inputs. Their opposition to the inpu~output model is frequently based upon a belief that it is likely
to lead to such serious educational consequence as teaching
exclusively for the purpose of helping students pass examinations. Many of those who are opposed to the input-output
approach do not believe that it will ever be possible to show
significant cause and effect relationships between inputs and
outputs.
The accreditation or rff:~nition ar.proach to accamtability
has been used extensively by national, regional, and state
accrediting agencies. Through the use of self- study guides,
evaluation checklists of criteria, and observation, local
educators assisted by outside specialists make determinations of the successes and shortcomings of the program,
goals, and operations of schools. Undoubtedly the accreditation model has resulted in numerous improvements in
school programs and operations through the efforts of local
educators and professional consultants. Glass has succinctly
summarized the rm.pr deficiencies of the accreditation nroel.
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... The current organizational structure of accreditation
works against true disclosure of the operations of the
schools because it is corrupted by its professional entanglements. From the public's point of view accreditation takes
place behind closed doors between administrators, teachers
and outside fellow professionals. Only in those rare instances where a school fails to receive certification does
the community receive any pertinent data about the operation of school programs. 25
One method which has been proposed to correct some of
these deficiencies of the accreditation model has been the
"independent educational accomplishment audit. 11 26
The
I.E. A. A. focuses upon the educational accomplishments
of a district as identified by an independent third party who
is relatively frre from irfloonce by local educators or citizens.
Another feature of the I. E.A.A. is that the auditor,who is
specially trained for his position, reports his findings and
recommendations in a public meeting. 27
The planning programming budgeting system (PPBS) approach to educational accruntability has a number of essential
features. This model involves approval of educational goals
for a school district by the local board of education frequently after a citizens committee has carefully examined many
alternatives and made appropriate recommendations. These
goals are often stated as educational outcomes which are
anticipated after students have completed their education
in the district. They serve as guidelines to the professional
staff which develops specific educational programs with
accomplishment of the goals established for the district.
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A budget is developed for each of these programs which is
evaluated on the basis on inputs in relation to anticipated
outputs. Through the use of PPBS, it is anticipated that
educators and citizens will eventually be able to make better
decisions concerning the allocation of resources to attain
program objectives and school district goals.
The PPBS model is viewed by some educators as a more
comprehensive and fPphisticated model of accomtability than
the input-output approach. One advantage of this model frequently mentioned by its proponents is that it involved representatives of the citizenry in decisions concerning the broad
goals or purposes of the schools, that it forces them to es tablish educational priorities, and that it assists them to
better understand some of the educational consequences of
dee is ions con:erning the allocation of resources to ed.ica tion.
Many of trose who a re opposed to the WBS approach believe
that the additional costs which it involves are not justified in
terms of its potential benefits. It is their conviction that
many who urge the use of the PPBS model are interested
mainly in potential monetary savings which will probably
never offset the cost of developing a PPBS model. Other
critics of this mcxlel have discussed the difficulty of obtaining
complete and precise measures of inputs and outputs. The
rebuttal frequently given to this criticism is that even though
the PPBS model will never be perfect, it has potential for
improving the quality of educational decision making. 28
The behavioral objectives approach to accountability is
based upon a belief that a child's behavior will change as a
result of his learning. Those who support this accountability
model are convinced that educational objectives can be made
rnore clear if they specify precisely the kinds of behaviors
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desired as a result of student participation in educational
programs. Once the desired behaviors are specified, it is
assumed that they will proride the basis f2~ the developmert
and evaluation of educational prcg rams.
The behavioral objectivists believe that their model offers
potentiality for use with many of the other models of accountability since it seeks to improve the precision of educational
measurement. Many of those who object to the use of this
approach fear that the model has treated and will continue
to deal only with those behaviors which are easily quantified,
i.e. intellectual skills. They see little hope that the behavioral objectives model will eventually include behaviors
dealing with attitudes, values, or self-concepts.
The voucher system approach to accountability places
emphasis on consumer choice. Through the use of this rnxlel,
parents receive an educational voucher which may be used
to pay for educational services for their children at a school
of their choice. Proponents of this model believe that its
adoption will force public school educators to "compete in
the marketplace. "By breaking what they term the "educational monopoly" of the public schools, it is assumed that
the personnel of all schools will have to be accountable to
their clientele.
Those opposed to the foucher system model argue that
its adoption will not necessarily guarantee accountability.
The success of the voucher system is based upon an assumption that all citizens will have a choice of schools in which to
enroll their children. This model also raises the question of
the right of non-public school officials to refuse to admit any
child who seeks to enter their schools. The adoption of the
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voucher system has also been criticized because it may eventually lead to the development of schools for children from
different socio-economic classes of our society and therefore contribute further to the breakdown of communication
between these classes.
The performance contracting approach to accountability
in education consists of a process whereby an outside independent agency contracts with the board of education to provide EOme educational services 1n students. The performance
contract frequently specifies the level of student performan:e
desired with payments made to the agency on the basis of
the degree of success attained by students in the program.
Some contracts have clauses which specify that no payments
will be made to the agency for students who do not attain
some minimum level of performance.
The use of the performance contracting model is advocated
by many who believe that it will assist school personnel to
examine alternative educational programs without committing them to adopt the program on a permanent basis. 30
This model may also provide assistance to local educators
who wish to compare results achieved through the utilization
of different kinds and levels of inputs. 31
The performance contracting model has been criticized
because it shifts accountability from educators to private
contractors. 32This objection has much validity, especially
if an entire school is turned over to contractors. As a possible
answer to this objection some school district leaders are
considering the development of internal performance contracting in which teachers in the district compete with each
other to provide edu::ational services to the roard of a:lucati.on.
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Those who advocate this form of performance contracting
believe that it is likely to generate hostile competition between teachers which would be detrimental to the welfare
of students.
As revealed in the foregoing discussion, each accountability approach or model has its own strengths and weaknesses. The task of selecting the most appropriate accountability program for a local school district will require a
careful analysis of each of the models discussed and others
which will undoubtedly be proposed in the future. Only as
representative educators, citizens, and students carefully
examine and study the consequences of each of these models
will they be capable of selecting the most appropriate model
or combination of models to include in the local district
accountability program.
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